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Boys Like Girls - Kill Me In a Record Shop
Tom: C

   Dm               Bb
Your kiss, your kiss will be the ultimate.
F                C
Your kiss, your kiss...
           Dm                    Bb
You walked in indie rock used to be dirty pop
          F                  C
Could you be everything: my rise and my fall
       Dm
Rescue me 9 to 5
   Bb
40 fires in your eyes
        F
I don't care what you buy
     C
Just don't you go

   Bb                C
No need to leave the light on
        Bb               C
There's no one here tonight

Only you and I

F            C
Kill me in a record shop now
G               Bb
One shot and it took me down
F
I can feel it,
C
Where the arrow hit
    G                Bb
You sucked me with a death wish?
F        C           G           Bb
Your kiss, your kiss will be the ultimate.
F        C           G           Bb
Your kiss, your kiss, i can't get over it.

Dm                         Bb
Spend me 'round the record shop
                        F
Look at you, the record stops
                C
Will you run or float till it hurts
          Dm
Dance with me

With your eyes
       Bb
As you swing through the aisles
     F

Bury me

Something neat
     C
Just don't you go

   Bb                C
No need to leave the light on
        Bb               C
There's no one here tonight

Only you and I

F            C
Kill me in a record shop now
G               Bb
One shot and it took me down
F
I can feel it,
C
Where the arrow hit
    G                Bb
You sucked me with a death wish?
F        C           G           Bb
Your kiss, your kiss will be the ultimate.
F        C           G           Bb
Your kiss, your kiss, i can't get over it.

    Dm
Tonight, tonight,
      C                 G
Don't leave me here tonight
       Dm
Rescue me just one time
       Bb
As the sun sets behind
              C
Don't say goodbye, goodbye

Don't say goodbye...

F            C
Kill me in a record shop now
G               Bb
One shot and it took me down
F
I can feel it,
C
Where the arrow hit
    G                Bb
You sucked me with a death wish?
F        C           G           Bb
Your kiss, your kiss will be the ultimate.
F        C           G           Bb
Your kiss, your kiss, i can't get over it.
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